CALL FOR EXPERTS
BUDGET SUPPORT
Landell Mills International (www.landell-mills.com) is leading international development consulting firm,
with international offices in Ireland, the UK, and Afghanistan. Landell Mills International is a private
group of companies and a leading provider of international development consulting services. We have
been in business for over 35 years and are active across the emerging and developing world.
We work with private and public sector clients on assignments lasting from a few days to several years.
Our work is ordinarily financed by international development agencies such as the EU, DFID, and Asian
Development Bank.
We provide multi-disciplinary service in project design; project management; fund/grant management;
management of framework contracts; rapid mobilisation of expertise; technical advisory services;
institutional strengthening; training and capacity building; research and studies; monitoring and
evaluation; and communications and knowledge management.
Due to recent business development opportunities, we are looking to recruit for a variety of new
consultancy positions in the coming months. We are seeking to recruit high calibre senior (12 years of
experience minimum), mid-level (6 years) and junior (3 years) consultants with comprehensive
experience in designing and implementing projects relating to budget support.
We are particularly interested in candidates with the following expertise and experience:
• Public policies
• Macro-economic stability
• Public finance management
• Domestic revenue mobilisation
• Statistics and indicators
Expertise may be required at any stage of the project cycle (aside from financial audits), and may also
cover any geographic area in the world.
If you would like to work with the Landell Mills International team on a variety of interesting
assignments, please send you CV and a covering email to SIEALOT5@landell-mills.com. If you are
happy for us to retain your CV on file for 6 months for consideration against future positions, please
confirm, by reply.
We would like to thank you for your interest in Landell Mills International, and for taking the time to
submit your CV to us.
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